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TEC tackles the toughest issues and campaigns for as long as it takes to achieve a positive 
outcome.
One of our great strengths is our ability to empower and mobilise local networks, supportive 
businesses, councils and MPs, by helping to identify solutions, then action and sustain them.
The next 12 months are absolutely critical to four campaigns we believe will have serious 
consequences for decades to come if they are not successful.

SOS GREEN SPACES
As our Green Spaces Battle Map clearly illustrates, green 
spaces and urban trees are facing multiple threats and must 
be legally protected. These spaces deliver invaluable ecosystem 
services: they purify air, cool urban heat, provide recreation and 
leisure amenities, and conserve dwindling native ecosystems. 
The health and quality of life of future generations is at stake.
Encouragingly, our campaign has grown very quickly via our 
local community and metro forums engaging with more than 60 
groups, and attracting major media coverage. Our SOS Battle 
Map has proved invaluable to these communities, integrating our 
advice on strategy and tactics into dozens of local campaigns.

• More local community action
• Increased media coverage of the issue at

both state and local levels including continued
additions to the SOS Green Spaces Battle Map

• Implementation of a comprehensive SOS Green
Spaces community campaign in the lead-up to
the Local Government elections in September
2017

• Promotion of new legislation and obtaining the
support of the major parties and cross benches

• Training workshops for local community groups
(eg: digital campaigning)

• Promotion of research demonstrating the
benefits of protecting green spaces in
particular health and economic gains

• Face-to-face meetings with urban-based NSW
MPs and working with them to raise our issues

• An open letter to the Premier signed by major
users and peak advocates of green spaces

What Next? 
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GREEN ENERGY
TEC was among the first to expose the shortcomings of the National Electricity Market in relation 
to climate change and energy savings policies. Decision-makers are finally taking notice. We were 
the  first NGO to propose a major rule change to make energy efficiency (delivering lower power 
prices) a core goal. Recently we joined with the City of Sydney and Property Council to advance 
another change to support green energy. Our pioneering Green Electricity Guide which advises 
consumers about the best companies, continues to influence energy business offerings.

We’re working to further advance the vital role that green energy will play in our future:

• Producing a 50 page public guide and associated web resources on the home battery market for 
the NSW Dept of Energy, and improving the role of off-grid power in electricity supply

• Reforming the National Energy Objective to integrate state and federal renewables targets and 
climate change goals

• Protecting home solar power generation’s role in energy supply from crippling charges by big 
power companies 

EXPOSING THE LAND CLEARING SCANDAL
New, weaker, land clearing laws have been introduced in NSW but we are not prepared to let the 
matter rest. With a state election on the horizon, we are already working with other environment 
groups to make sure the community knows who’s responsible for unacceptable clearing of the 
bush. We have proposals which will fix the laws and stop rorts such as cash payments by 
developers as offsets in return for clearing permits.

PLASTIC POLLUTION
TEC plays a major role in the battle against plastic pollution 
– a toxic tide prompting scientific concern all over the 
globe. We host and manage the Boomerang Alliance of 47 
NGOs under the stewardship of TEC and BA Director, Jeff 
Angel. Our goals across the coming year include:
• Banning single use, lightweight plastic bags across

Australia
• Ensuring implementation of best practice container

deposit schemes by working with community and
government

• Promoting solutions for business and community to reduce
their plastic footprint

• Opposing the introduction of new wasteful practices such as
single use packaging

• Educating the community with our traveling Ocean Action Pod
and revamped Waste Not educational resources, and developing
a comprehensive schools program about plastic pollution and the
solutions
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